
 
 

‘A WINTER PRINCESS’ 
Synopsis 

 
Carly (Natalie Hall) has loved her year as the assistant event planner at Snowden Peak ski 
resort, but now her family’s “business” is calling her back home to Europe, much to the chagrin 
of Snowden’s owner Alison (Lara Gilchrist).  The resort’s 50th anniversary Snow Ball is in 10 
days and the woman in charge of the festivities quit to be with her boyfriend in Denver.  Not 
wanting to leave Alison in the lurch, and with the challenge of running the entire event herself, 
Carly asks her father if she can stay in America to finish her job, and he reluctantly agrees.  
Excited to tell Alison, Carly heads to the resort when she sees a man, glued to his cellphone, 
stepping into the path of a motorcade of SUVs.  Yanking him to safety, Carly and the man feel 
an undeniable spark and little do they know, they’re about to meet again. 
 
He’s Jesse (Chris McNally), general manager of The Aspen Grand, and Alison’s handsome 
younger brother, who has come to Snowden at the behest of his big sister to help with the 
Snow Ball.  Now Carly has an event-planning partner whether she likes it or not, and first up is 
finding a place to hold the event since the former venue has burst pipes.  As the two 
flirtatiously butt heads over where to throw the gala, not to mention how to plan it, their 
attraction stays aflame, even while Carly is distracted by the arrival of her twin brother Gustav 
(Casey Manderson), who flew into town when he heard Carly wouldn’t be home to celebrate 
their birthdays.  Traveling with Gustav is his handsome friend Prince Emile (Brendon Zub), 
whose obvious crush on Carly flatters her, but also confuses her, now that Jesse is on her mind.  
 
Also on Carly’s mind is keeping secret her royal identity, Princess Carlotta of Landora.  Though 
Gustav and Emile agree to remain quiet, Jesse sees a package for Carly addressed to H.R.H. 
Carlotta, and when he looks it up, he learns that H.R.H. stands for “Her Royal Highness.”  Not 
wanting to draw attention away from the Snow Ball with her royal status, and not wanting to be 
thought of as a spoiled diva, Carly begs Jesse not to expose her.  Admitting he doesn’t see her 
that way at all, Jesse says her secret is safe with him.  
 
Deciding on the old Summit Lodge as not only their venue for the Snow Ball, but also as a way 
to turn Snowden into a year-round destination, Carly and Jesse pitch the idea to Alison, and the 
trio elects to convert the Snow Ball into a fancy fundraising gala.  But when invitations to 
wealthy investors go unanswered, Alison thinks of selling the resort, fearing only a celebrity 
draw will attract big spenders to the gala.  Too bad no one knows anyone with star power, 
fame or perhaps royalty that could entice some affluent socialites to come to a 50-year 
celebration of Snowden, a beloved resort that might just make a wonderful four-season 
vacation spot for royalty and commoners alike. 
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